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Abstract: Time series clustering has become an increasingly important research topic over the past decade. Recent 

existing methods for time series clustering rely on distances calculated from the entire raw data using the Euclidean 

distance or Dynamic Time Warping distance as the distance measure. To identify the abnormalities in ECG heart 

beats through Clustering and Validation by using RST complexes of ECG heartbeats. Our work shows that by using 

only some local patterns and deliberately ignoring the rest of the data. We can mitigate the above problems and 

cluster time series of different lengths. A novel Time series clustering and Analysis Method for ECG (Electro 

Cardiogram) heartbeat Analysis is proposed using K-medoids Clustering with Dynamic Time Warping (DTW) 

distance. The main objective of this paper is to identify the abnormalities in ECG heartbeats through Clustering and 

Validation by using RST complexes of ECG heartbeats. 

 

Index terms: clustering, time-series, shapelets, unsupervised.  

 

I. INTRODUCTION 

 

The development of bio-signal analysis 

systems has become a major research field due to 

technological progress in signal processing. ECG had 

been amongst the most studied type of bio-signals for 

several decades. Electrocardiogram records heart 

contractile activity using electric potentials. 

Cardiologists in diagnosing heart abnormalities 

analyze the hard copy ECG diagnostic reports. A 

decade old empirical comparison by Keogh and 

Kasetty reveals the somewhat surprising fact that the 

simple Euclidean distance metric is highly 

competitive with other more sophisticated distance 

measures. Dynamic Time Warping (DTW) can both 

solve this problem and handle the difficulty of 

clustering time series containing out-of-phase 

similarities. We argue that the apparent utility of 

Euclidean distance or DTW for clustering may come 

from an over dependence on the UCR time series 

archive.  

The problem is that the data in this archive 

has already been hand-edited to have equal length 

and alignment. Consider the famous Gunpoint dataset 

that has been used in hundreds of studies for both 

clustering and classification. This dataset was 

contrived to have perfect alignment/length by audible 

cues that both signaled the actor and started/stopped 

the video recording. We show the result of clustering 

these time series if we are allowed to ignore some of 

the data as shown in the fig.1. We can do this without 

any human intervention and introducing this ability is 
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the core contribution of this work. We believe for 

most datasets we must ignore some data is a critical 

insight in allowing time series clustering in realistic 

problem settings. 

 

 

 

Figure 1: Clustering Gunpoint after ignoring 

some data. 

 

Time series shapelets are small, local 

patterns in a time series that are highly predictive of a 

class. 

 

II. RELATED WORK 

 

Motivation: 

ECG abnormality detection is a challenging 

task in short term or long-term recordings. Medical 

practitioner relies on physical verification to detect 

abnormalities in patient’s ECG hard copy recordings. 

However, significant amount of work is done on 

ECG based detection; even tough research is growing 

on the clustering ECG data. Since there are very few 

instances of clustering and in all of them depend on 

extracting the features and clustering based on the 

features. A method without extraction of remaining 

features is investigated in the current work by using 

Dynamic Time Warping distance measure by using 

RST complexes. 

 

Time Series Clustering and Classification: 

 

Clustering as an unsupervised classification 

of objects identifies structure in an unlabeled data set 

by objectively organizing data into homogeneous 

groups where the intra-group-object similarity is 

minimized and the intergroup-object dissimilarity is 

maximized, based on a similarity measure chosen. 

 

ECG Heart-beat analysis: 

 

Different waves in ECG heartbeat occur due 

to polarization and depolarization of auricles and 

ventricles. The natural pacemaker of Heart is caused 

by the action potential generated by Sino-Atrial (SA) 

node. This polarization and depolarization causes the 

auricles or ventricles to relax and contract 

respectively. RST complex/wave occurs by the 

depolarization of the ventricles. Depolarization 

causes the ventricles to contract so that the right 

ventricle and left ventricle pumps the impure blood 

and pure blood to lungs and arteries respectively. The 

five types of classes in ECG are used: 

 Normal (N) 

 Left bundle branch blocks (LBBB) 

 Right bundle branch blocks (RBBB) 

 Premature ventricular contraction (PVC) 

 Atrial premature contraction (APC) 

 

 

Figure 2:  MIT-BIH ECG 103 a) Original ECG 

(top) b) After Deamplified by gain (bottom) 
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Dynamic Time Warping Distance Measure: 

Dynamic time warping (DTW) algorithms 

compute distance of two unequal length time series 

segments by aligning the signals using dynamic 

programming based constraints. The Apart from the 

time series it can warp other dimensions like an angle 

for shape. DTW does not satisfy Triangle Inequality 

that is a condition of a Distance metric. Assume two 

time series A and B of lengths J and I respectively. 

Let A= {A1, A2… AJ} be a sequence of M samples of 

a 1-dimensional signal and B= {B1, B2….BI} be a 

sequence of I samples of another 1-dimensional 

signal. To compute the warping path between these 2 

signals, DTW uses 2 passes: 

1. Results a matrix of local distances C (x, y) 

of size IxJ using Minkowski distance as 

Local distance matrix 

C (x, y) = || (AX-BY) || 

2. Results a matrix of global distances D(i, j)  

of size IxJ using local distances as global 

distance matrix 

 Cumulative sum of local distances 

of the row 

D (1, y)=  

 

 Cumulative sum of local distances 

of the column 

D(x, 1) =  

A warping path W is a contiguous set of 

matrix elements that defines a mapping between two 

time series’ A and B.  

 

 

 

III. PROPOSED SYSTEM 

 

First RST waves are detected and extracted 

using Difference Operation Method (DOM). The 

proposed method uses K- medoids clustering 

algorithm using dynamic time warping as a distance 

measure. 

The five types of data classes used are found 

that either the models considering only three clusters 

performed better than models with fewer or more 

clusters. First, the data is clustered using K- medoids 

creating three clusters to find abnormalities of ECG  

 

IV. RESULT ANALAYSIS 

 

We cluster the heartbeats using K-medoids s 

clustering algorithm using dynamic time warping as a 

distance measure to find abnormalities of ECG . 

 

RST complex Demarcation: 

RST waves are demarcated and extracted 

using Difference Operation Method (DOM). As 

shown in the fig.2 the original downloaded ecg103 

record from MIT/BIH database and after de-

amplified by ADC gain. To find the M no. of peaks 

the differences between the signals is calculated. 

After finding M points of all beats of ECG file, next 

step is finding the points B and E. 

 

K-medoids Clustering:  

K-medoids clustering algorithm using 

Dynamic Time Warping as distance measure is used. 

It returns Centers and index as output parameters. 

One center for each of k clusters, centers contains k 

centers. The below figure shows the k-medoids 

algorithm. 
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Figure 3: K-MEDOIDS ALGORITHM 

 

V. CONCLUSION 

 

RBBB and PVC are difficult to classify because 

DTW distances between RST complex of RBBB or 

PVC and RST complex of NORMAL is less for some 

beats when compared to other distances. Future we 

can enhance unsupervised shapelets and showed their 

utility. It can select representative u-shapelets from a 

time series without any human intervention.  
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1. Initialize randomly the k cluster centers 

(medoids). 

2. Assign each object to appropriate cluster 

centers by calculating DTW distance 

between each object and the centers, by 

choosing the nearest center to that object. 

3. Calculate distances among the objects in 

each cluster to find new cluster center, and 

assign minimum distance object. 

4. If any object changes clusters, repeat 

from step 2 to 4. 
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